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Is modernised 
documentation like 

a modern city?

Konevi



The state of file and folders 
in the world of PDFs
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<part 1>Understanding the problem</part 1>

<part 2>Building content</part 2>

<part 3>Developing processes</part 3>



Background

- Pioneers in recruitment software since the 1980s
- Cloud and on-premise solutions
- Established help desk and training teams
- Microdec PLC is now part of the Access Group
- 2016 released a modernised dashboard interface enter online help



Business Case for Online Help

- Modernise technical communication
- Reduce costs from maintenance
- Save the environment
- Modernise training
- Up-to-date user experience – we all use the web
- But also better quality information



All documentation was in PDF 
and there were many modules, 
releases, spanning over 2 
decades



Rewrite needed to create 
content based on user needs



Lack of clarity: so many questions

What d
oes th

e 

custo
mer w

ant?

Is a usability survey needed?

Why bother 
with HTML???What is the biggest issue??

Who to ask?

Hanjorg 
Scherzer



Publishing in HTML and PDFs compared

PDF files are generated from Word 
with embedded images

PDF files are portable

PDF files are self-contained

Output is a website

Files published to a location

Can separate internal and external 
pages through different site 
content



Testing different systems

Confluence Help and Manual MadCap Flare Robohelp Telerik Editor

Rich HTML Content √ √ √ √ √

Content Reuse √ √ √

Word integration √ √ √

Affordable √ √ √



<part 1>Understanding the problem </part 1>

<part 2>Building content</part 2>

<part 3>Developing processes</part 3>



Balancing customer feedback and 
coming up with own ideas to 

develop information

What does the 
customer want?

What do we want
to communicate?



Attended training courses
to learn about the product  and to build customer 

knowledge



Navigation challenges



Considerations on taxonomy

Reference Step-by-step

Common tasks

A
B
C

1
2
3

B
A
C



PDF Collection HTML collection
User guide Consultant Pages

Topic
Topic
Topic

System admin 
manual

System admin pages
Topic
Topic
Topic

Manual vs help basic design



Writing for the web is 
different



cIntroduction and conclusion

Basic information

Extra 
details

How you use QR Codes?
Where do you use them?

What is a QR code 
and why it’s useful?

Tips on creating QR codes
History of QR codes



One page multiple 
audiences



Colour conventions

- What works for print doesn’t always work for the web
- Corporate colour conventions vs product colour conventions
- Product colour conventions considerations (does green mean “go-

ahead”)
- Complementary colour conventions
- Enter CSS



User interface, menus,
Warning colours,

Dashboard 

Corporate fonts
Heading colours

CSS bridges together



HTML presents the 
opportunity to put 

documentation directly into 
the product 



Enter microcopy 
Short reusable content and 

headlines



View performance through 
autogenerated charts and 
graphs. 

Filter by day, week, month, 
and year.

See more

Turn off microcopy?



Content reuse essential for 
large amounts of content



What is good about reuse? 

- Allows the content to be written once
- Minimises review times
- Allows users to find out more information from one page



Yes: National insurance

No: National insurance

Conditions

No: National insurance

No: National insurance

Yes: National insurance

1. Enter passport #
2. Enter Full Name
3. Enter Nationality

1. Enter passport #
2. Enter Full Name
3. Enter Nationality

1. Enter passport #
2. Enter Full Name
3. Enter Nationality

1. Enter passport #
2. Enter Full Name
3. Enter Nationality

Applicant.htm

Reusable Text Snippet

Member.htm

Consultant.htm

Instructions on filling out a form



Content Reuse is challenging to 
implement if you don’t know the 

software enough or are looking for 
simple ways of explaining the 

technology



EPPO Topics
When a user lands on a page via a 

search engine they are on page one – 
they don’t care about the rest of the 

site. 



 We are like 
foraging 
animals on 
the web



What are the characteristics of an EPPO 
topic?
- Self-contained
- Specific and limited purpose
- Conform to type
- Establish context
- Assume the reader is qualified
- Stay on one level 
- Link richly





Scheduling let alone writing 
is difficult if you don’t know 

about the product



A large part of rewriting the docs 
is taking an exploratory approach 

to knowing the product



What’s the most important feature? 

How long would it take to write 
the guide?



<part 1>Understanding the problem </part 1>

<part 2>Building content</part 2>

<part 3>Developing processes</part 3>



Putting structures in place around exploratory 
writing 
- Become the undercover QA
- Think about what features are key to me (the pretend user)
- Arrange a demo
- Create test cases
- Alter the documentation structure



Transform to EPPO topics

- Alter headings to be user centric
- Add a See Also or Related Topics section to each topic
- Add in search tags to all heading levels 
- Make adjustments to the navigation menu



Maintain reusable content

- Check if each reusable item is added correctly
- Add new reusable content
- If adds bloat remove



Reviews are essential and 
ongoing can be on content and 

look-and-feel



Build an Agile process



Agile process requirements

- Ongoing document development process
- Prioritise tasks
- Manage reviews
- Gracefully start and complete tasks



Enter kanban





Plan for each release to keep 
up with development



Comparing release tasks



Alter the look-and-feel incrementally

- Make periodic changes to the 
look-and-feel

- Use standardised icons, e.g., font 
awesome

- Easily point to these on the web 
rather than download locally



2. Categorise tickets

Monitor support tickets to boost customer 
focus

1. Check support system

3. Update content

4.Rearrange content

5. Add  search tags

6. Publish



Are customers using the help?

- Google Analytics is a key ally
- GA not possible with PDFs alone
- Large number of hits show popular topics



Was there a new 
city?

Konevi



Thanks for listening!

Ken Davies
twitter: ken_davies
blog: kendavies@wordpress.com
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